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Recap



Knowledge Representation

� Natural Language: Vague, Ambiguous, 
human understandable

� Logic: Precise, Non-ambiguous, � Logic: Precise, Non-ambiguous, 
Machine understandable

� Logic: Propositional Calculus, First 
Order Logic, Second Order Logic…



Natural Language -> Logic

� Natural language difficult for processing
� Conversion needed for machine processing
� Ellipsis: Text dropping while converting from 

natural language to logicnatural language to logic
� Noun dropping
� Sentences with similar syntactic representation but 

different meaning.
� I promised   him    to    give    a    party.
� I forced         him   to    give    a    party.
� He is easy to please
� He is eager to please



Predicate Calculus

� First Order logic
� Building blocks
� Predicate P(x1, x2, … xn) is n-place predicate xn‘s are 
arguments P is the predicate symbol. Can be looked as 
a functiona function
P: x1 X x2 X x3 … X  xn -> {True, False}
Eg: Father(Ram, Shyam) 

� Operators (  )
� Variables: arguments of predicates
� Quantifiers: : Universal Quantifier

: Existential Quantifier
� Constants
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Goal proving

Resolution Refutation
Steps:
1) Goal is negated 

∃¬∀
∀¬∃

becomes

becomes

De Morgan’s rule: 

1) Expressions converted to Clausal Form
2) Universal Quantifier dropped
3) Variables Standardized apart using variable renaming
4) Resolution applied
5) If we get null clause in the end that means negation of the 

goal cannot be proved which means the goal is proved
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Resolution – Refutation: 
example

� man(x) → mortal(x)
� Convert to clausal form

� ~man(shakespeare)      mortal(x) ∨
� Clauses in the knowledge base 
� ~man(shakespeare)      mortal(x) 

� man(shakespeare)

� mortal(shakespeare)

∨

∨



Resolution – Refutation contd

� Negate the goal
� ~man(shakespeare)

� Get a pair of resolvents Get a pair of resolvents 

)(~ eshakespearmortal )()(~ eshakespearmortaleshakespearman ∨

)(~ eshakespearman )(~ eshakespearman



Resolution Tree

1Resolvent 2Resolvent

soluteRe



Search in resolution

� Heuristics for Resolution Search
� Goal Supported Strategy
� Always start with the negated goal� Always start with the negated goal

� Set of support strategy
� Always one of the resolvents is the most recently 

produced resolute



Inferencing in Predicate Calculus

� Forward chaining
� Given P, , to infer Q
� P, match L.H.S of 
� Assert Q from R.H.S

QP →

� Backward chaining
� Q, Match R.H.S of
� assert P
� Check if P exists

� Resolution – Refutation
� Negate goal
� Convert all pieces of knowledge into clausal form (disjunction of 

literals)
� See if contradiction indicated by null clause       can be derived

QP →



1. P

2. converted to 

3.

Draw the resolution tree (actually an inverted 
tree). Every node is a clausal form and 
branches are intermediate inference steps.

QP → QP ∨~

Q~

branches are intermediate inference steps.
Q~ QP ∨~

P~ P



Theoretical basis of Resolution

� Resolution proves something and the 
answer to the question is a side effect

QP ∨ QP ∨¬

Q



Theoretical basis of Resolution
(cont …)

� Using Semantic Tree

)()^( QPQP ∨¬∨
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Theoretical basis of Resolution
(cont …)

� Monotone Inference

� Size of Knowledge Base goes on increasing 
as we proceed with resolution process as we proceed with resolution process 
since intermediate resolvents added to the 
knowledge base

� Non-monotone Inference

� Size of Knowledge Base does not increase

� Human beings use non-monotone 
inference



Terminology

� Pair of clauses being resolvedis called the 
Resolvents. The resulting clause is called 
the Resolute.the Resolute.

� Choosing the correct pair of resolvents is a 
matter of search.



Himalayan Club example

� Introduction through an example (Zohar Manna, 
1974):
� Problem: A, B and C belong to the Himalayan club. 
Every member in the club is either a mountain 
climber or a skier or both. A likes whatever B climber or a skier or both. A likes whatever B 
dislikes and dislikes whatever B likes. A likes rain 
and snow. No mountain climber likes rain. Every 
skier likes snow. Is there a member who is a 
mountain climber and not a skier?

� Given knowledge has: 
� Facts

� Rules



Example contd.

� Let mc denote mountain climber and sk denotes skier. 
Knowledge representation in the given problem is as follows:
1. member(A)
2. member(B)
3. member(C)
4. ∀x[member(x) → (mc(x) ∨ sk(x))]

∀

∀

4. ∀x[member(x) → (mc(x) ∨ sk(x))]
5. ∀x[mc(x) → ~like(x,rain)]
6. ∀x[sk(x) → like(x, snow)]
7. ∀x[like(B, x) → ~like(A, x)]
8. ∀x[~like(B, x) → like(A, x)]
9. like(A, rain)
10. like(A, snow)
11. Question: ∃x[member(x) ∧ mc(x) ∧ ~sk(x)]

� We have to infer the 11th expression from the given 10. 
� Done through Resolution Refutation.



Club example: Inferencing
1. member(A)

2. member(B)

3. member(C)

4.

– Can be written as 

–

))]()(()([ xskxmcxmemberx ∨→∀

))]()(()([ xskxmcxmember ∨→ )()()(~ xskxmcxmember ∨∨–

5.

–

6.

–

7.

–

)()()(~ xskxmcxmember ∨∨
)],()([ snowxlkxskx →∀

),()(~ snowxlkxsk ∨
)],(~)([ rainxlkxmcx →∀

),(~)(~ rainxlkxmc ∨
)],(~),([ xBlkxAlikex →∀

),(~),(~ xBlkxAlike ∨



8.

–

9.

10.

11.

– Negate–

)],(),([~ xBlkxAlkx →∀

),(),( xBlkxAlk ∨

),( rainAlk

),( snowAlk

)](~)()([ xskxmcxmemberx ∧∧∃
)]()(~)([~ xskxmcxmemberx ∨∨∀– Negate– )]()(~)([~ xskxmcxmemberx ∨∨∀



� Now standardize the variables apart which 
results in the following

1. member(A)

2. member(B)

3. member(C)

4.

5.

)()()(~ 111 xskxmcxmember ∨∨

),()(~ 22 snowxlkxsk ∨5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.

11.

),()(~ 22 snowxlkxsk ∨
),(~)(~ 33 rainxlkxmc ∨

),(~),(~ 44 xBlkxAlike ∨
),(),( 55 xBlkxAlk ∨

),( rainAlk

),( snowAlk
)()(~)(~ 666 xskxmcxmember ∨∨



),(~),(~ 44 xBlkxAlike ∨ ),( snowAlk

),(~ snowBlk ),()(~ 22 snowxlkxsk ∨

)()()(~ 111 xskxmcxmember ∨∨)(~ Bsk

)()(~ BmcBmember ∨ )(Bmember

7
10

12 5

13 4

14 2

)(Bmc)()(~)(~ 666 xskxmcxmember ∨∨

)()(~ BskBmember ∨ )(~ Bsk

)(~ Bmember )(Bmember

11
15

16 13

17 2


